Featuring lively accounts of news events across history, Journalism Today: A Themed History examines the trends and conditions affecting modern journalism in the context of its past. Eschewing a traditional, chronological approach, authors Jane Chapman and Nick Nuttall provide a cultural history using broad themes that have stood the test of time to connect the history of journalism with the current trends, issues, and challenges informing journalistic practice today. The book’s approach to journalism history is structured around four key themes:

- Journalism’s function in democracy
- The influence of technology
- Balancing ethical values
- The role of the audience

Rich with anecdotes and fascinating biographical sketches of key figures in the development of journalism in the US, UK, and Europe, this book will give students and general readers new insight into the historical influences that continue to shape journalism and its practice.

Order your examination copy via our website or by emailing your request and course details to Rachel Herbert at SSHtextbooks@wiley.com.

To see more Wiley titles in journalism and media, visit: www.wiley.com/go/communication